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Editorial

The	 IMAG	 
Project	 

This second InSEA-IMAG, dedicated to Latin America, brings 
together a series of articles describing special initiatives in vi-
sual arts education that were developed in this continent. These 
initiatives were mostly defined by South America’s unique way 
of teaching through experiences in which arts education has ma-
de enormous contributions to general education. Other articles 
are focused on research influenced by great scientific deve-
lopment in South American countries. 

Twelve visual articles are part of this online publication: Art 
teachers from Chile and Colombia gave us a notion of how 
visual art practice take place in art museums, prisons and al-
so in formal educative contexts. From Brazil we received six 
contributions mostly coming from academics: professors and 
researchers. Visual essays, individually or co-authored  with 
students, share research and pedagogical experiences.

In the opening article Dialogues between art and design, Ale-
xandre Guimarães from Brazil, reports about an experience 
in an art and design class with high school students of the Fe-
deral Vocational and Technological Education Institute of 
Goiás (IFG), in the Brazilian middlewest. 
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The activity, held during eight 
weeks, focuses art and design 
on dialogue through which stu-
dents explored disposable materials 
for the construction of conceptual and 
poetic objects.

Similarly, the article entitled Teachers: The museum as a didac-
tic laboratory, shows the education mediation team's efforts 
from the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, to support teaching. 
The objective of their project was helping teachers develop stra-
tegies and lessons to teach about the museum's heritage to his 
pupils. These learning  experiences are reported firsthand by the 

team coordinator Natalia 
Portugueis Colonel.

The text Education, performativity and 
collaborative didacticism, was written by professor Arão 

Paranaguá from The Federal University of Maranhão (UFMA), 
northeast Brazil. The article identifies best pedagogical practices 
articulating the double reference of conceptual performative ac-
tivity and collaborative strategies as didactic procedure. The 
author gathers examples of projects developed in São Paulo, Mi-
nas Gerais, Amazonas, Maranhão and Amsterdam to highlight 
the power of performative art education environments.
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Reflecting another perspective, Joallery Miranda in 
Meeting Space refers to 
the space offered by the 
Museum of Contempo-
rary Art – MAC, for an en-
riching experience based 
on the principles of Dada. Du-
ring the National Arts Education 
Week in Santiago de Chile, held 
the third time in May 2015, students 
of two secondary educational institutions of 
artistic training made fanzines, comics, graffiti, graphic 
collages and art actions that were shared with the community.

Also in the Brazilian northeast, professor Vitória Amaral worked 
with a group of undergraduate students talking in a poetic form. 
In the article Memory: displacement of knowledge, she tells us 
about an experience of mediated museum visits with university 
art students from The Federal University of Pernambuco (UFPe) 
together with secondary students from another institution. The 
aim was to develop a collaborative work, looking through to 
dream up new possibilities to see and reflect on the world, edu-
cating about the process of viewing experiences. Visual memo-
ries were built from handmade cameras that revealed upside 
down new ways of seeing the world.

Another interesting contribution is Experiences in artistic 
education: Pottery workshop, in which students from diffe-

rent universities outlined ceramic techniques to 
teach young inmates. Participants 
facilitate the acquisition of pro-

duction techniques, based on an-
cient traditions. At the same time in-

mates gain experiences of what life is 
like outside the prison. The art piecess ma-

de in these workshops are proudly displayed 
in spaces open to the public.

The article Artists and teachers: encounters and approaches, by 
professor Luciana Grupelli Loponte and Deborah Vier Fischer 
originated in the master's dissertation Escola, artistas e docentes 
em movimento: encontros entre arte contemporânea e edu-
cação   [School, Artists, and teachers on the move: Encounters 
between contemporary art and education], at the Federal Uni-
versity of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS). The article proposes co-
llaborations between visual artists and teachers within the 
school, not as a dispute for space between representatives of 
arts and of education, but as a possibility to approach, to form 
partnerships, and to create. Particularly, emphasis is placed on 
approaches which are generated in the encounter between con-
temporary art and education.
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The visit of the expert Mario Urlass (Germany) and his advice to 
achieve genuine artistic experiences for young children are con-
tained in the article Greater freedom in artistic expression in-
creases learning skills, based on an interview that Patricia Ga-
llardo conduct during his stay in Chile.

Considerations about bridging in artistic/educative practices, ar-
tistry, researchistry and teachistry is another article coming from 
an academic work. Flávia Pedrosa, a professor of Federal Uni-
versity of Vale do São Francisco (UNIVASF ) presents work focu-
sed on her doctoral thesis in Arts/Education undertaken at the 
University of Porto, Portugal. Based on the search of excellence 
in Art (Artistry) in Research (Researchistry) and in Education 
(Teachistry) she explored a artistic/educative practices between 
visual and writing narratives to demonstrate the need for an in-
creased dialogue between theories and practices and the conti-
nuing construction of becoming a teacher/artist/researcher.

In a school in Antioquia, Colombia, a n 
artistic mega initiative en-
titled "Eco-imaginary" was 
created. Led by Luz Elena 
Acevedo Loperathis, the  pro-
gram was held for the fifth conse-
cutive year integrating annual 
events focused on current issues of 

the community in which they are immersed. A description of 
the working methodology, which allows for developing issues 
in a meaningful way, is the content in A silent cry in our noisy 
institution.

The final work, Color Displacement, is a workshop report by Ro-
se Borges, an art teacher form southeast Brazil. Based on envi-
ronmental concerns, the workshops demonstrated the reusing 
of graphic ink magazines to turn blank paper into colored ima-
ges by transferring the scrapings of the selected sheet with steel 
wool to blank paper. With this technique she included contem-
porary artists, such as Vik Muniz, who also work with trash dis-
carded by society and used materials that usually would go to 

waste to transform waste into art. Ms. Borges presents two 
moments of the experience, one with students in a Brazi-

lian High School and another at an InSEA congress at 
Budapest in 2011.

We hope you, as a reader, enjoy these visual arti-
cles that give us a brief vision of the 

Latin American art education 
context. Differences 
and similarities can 

be found among them. 
The experiences coming 

from Chile and Colombia    
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reveal art education practices intensely related 
to emotions. Brazilian contributions, for examp-
le, are deeply connected with the Art courses at 
academic environments and the search of pedago-
gical alternatives with collaborative propositions.  

Other ideas we may reflect upon include artistic/educati-
ve practices in-between the theoretical research and empirical da- t a 
about artistic/educative practices are that we do not teach Arts to students so they beco-
me artists. Becoming an artist is only possible through experiencing the ten-
sions, issues of production and the context itself. The experience is essential to 
the continuum process of becoming any professional, and to enjoy life deeply.

As invited editors we would like to thank all the authors who sent the articles, the re-
viewers Rita Irwin; Peter Gregory, Marjorie Manifold; Ste-
ve Willis; Karen Hutzel; Margaret Baguley; Manisha Shar-
ma, Aaaron Knochel; permanent editors Teresa Eça; Glen 
Coutts; Cathy Smilan and graphic editor Ana Barbero for 
their collaboration in this number. 

Marlen Thiermann  and Leda Guimarães_2015 
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Call For Visual Essays

IMAG invites InSEA members  to submit  visual/photo/video essays  
that focus on art education practice, research and teaching in formal 
and informal contexts, that is relevant to the larger worldwide 
community of art educators. We encourage submissions with images 
and in multimedia formats that provide an alternative, experimental 
and artistic mode of presenting research and praxis. Proposals are 
peer-reviewed by members of the editorial board. iMAG is an open 
source publication /(cc) generic licence 2.0/ , by sending their propo-
sals authors agree  with the terms of the licence (see more about the 
(see more about the (cc) Licence here).  
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Guidelines for Authors

The total  word limit for the Photo-essays and Visual reports is bet-
ween 1000 and 2000 words, should integrate image and text in a 
creative way to document, evaluate or reflect on art-based lear-
ning activities, events or outcomes. Proposals should include 1) 
Title; 2) author(s) name and affiliation; 3) keywords or tags; 4) a 
critical introduction (or an abstract) which could be no less than 
150 words and not exceed 250 words in length in English and in 
the original language, author(s) 5) the proposed layout in PDF 
with images and words not exceeding the established limits.  
This proposal should also be accompanied with ima-
ges in good resolution formats and/or links to Vi-
deo files. References should follow the APA 
norm. 

Medium/Format/Size

Send it as an editable  file  (doc.) with separate  ima-
ges  (jpg format) and also as a PDF file to show your desi-
red layout. Written text should be up to 2000 words including 
title, author's name and affiliation,  abstract,  keywords and refe-
rences. Must have at least 5 images . Videos should appear has 
links to embody in the text or in the images. 

Sections

1. Relic article:  republishing an old article from 
InSEA history  ( a paper  surviving from an earlier 
time, especially one of historical or sentimental 
interest).

2. Photo essays. 

3.  Visual reports. 

4. Reviews.

5. Announcements on regional and internationalconferences, se-
minars and symposiums, projects and exhibitions, call for papers 
from regional and international journals, call for project participa-
tion and collaborations, and art education programs of relevance 
to the InSEA community.

Note: Submitted and approved con-

tents might be revised/remixed 
by the editors and graphic 
team.
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DIALOGUES	 BETWEEN	 ART	 

AND	 DESIGN

ABSTRACT

THIS	 TEXT	 IS	 AN	 ACCOUNT	 OF	 EXPERIENCES	 IN	 

VISUAL	 ARTS	 EDUCATION,	 HELD	 AT	 THE	 FEDE-

RAL	 INSTITUTE	 OF	 GOIÁS/BRAZIL	 (IFG),	 

WITH	 STUDENTS	 OF	 VOCATIONAL	 AND	 TE-

CHNOLOGICAL	 EDUCATION	 IN	 HIGH	 

SCHOOL.	 THE	 ACTIVITY,	 HELD	 IN	 EIGHT	 

WEEKS,	 BRINGS	 NOTES	 ON	 DIALOGUE	 AND	 

LIMITS	 (OR	 NO	 LIMIT)	 BETWEEN	 ART	 AND	 

DESIGN.	 THE	 PROJECT	 ALSO	 FO-

CUSES	 ON	 EXPERIMENTING	 WITH	 

DISPOSABLE	 MATERIALS	 FOR	 THE	 

CONSTRUCTION	 OF	 CONCEPTUAL	 AND	 

POETIC	 OBJECTS.
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I never had tried to work with dimensions before, but 
now I tried, I enjoyed a lot and I noticed that it is a very 
cool and mind-blowing thing, because I'm traveling in 
the three-dimensional shapes (brief of a fifteen years old 
student boy).

This work aims to report a didactic and pedagogical experience in visual arts held at 
the Federal Institute of Goiás (IFG) - Aparecida de Goiânia  Campus (1), where I 
teach. The IFG is a federal institution of technical and technological education that 
offer technical courses integrated into the mid-level (high school) and higher educa-
tion, and postgraduate courses. The institution has been in operation for 105 years 
and began as a School for Craftsmen (2) in the early twentieth century and has a tradi-
tion of training workers, considering the human formation of the learner.

The present work was developed in 2013 with a class of 20 students coming from 
technical courses (high school level) (3) of Agribusiness, Building and Chemistry. The 
project  Dialogues Between Art and Design  took place in eight weeks, with one 
weekly meeting of one hour and thirty minutes. The participants were attending the 
second year of high school. As the class was mixed, they each brought a speci-
fic luggage in a technical area, including the visualities of professional categories in 
training. The city of Aparecida de Goiânia is in the metropolitan region of the Goiás 
State capital and the IFG campus, like others campuses, has deployed the mission in 
addition to the free provision of quality education, to include young people and 
low-income adults in several social and economic relations, particularly by promo-
ting access to art.

This report is a brief demonstration of an activity in visual arts that aimed to discuss 
the proximities between art and design objects, developing a critical look at the cate-
gories of contemporary aesthetic production of images and objects, highlighting 
mainly the limits (or no limits) between art and design. Initially, we work on a tea-
cher's text History of Design (Marcos Paes). The small text is a discussion of the no-
menclature of Design, bringing legal aspects of the designer profession, as well as a 
distinction between art, design and craft:

Design is not art, not craft, is not advertising, it is not 
architecture nor computer. Despite this multidiscipli-
nary approach, the Design prevails as an autono-
mous science that asserts technology and other as-
pects in common as, for example, the graphics of 
computer tools, the influence and relations with artis-
tic or historical periods of research and marketing 
foundations (unnumbered).

At the same time, we discussed some images of modern and contemporary art Brazi-
lian. The questions about the conceptual limits (art, design, craft, architecture...) was 
the main provocation throughout the project to the extent that students dealt with the 
development of a written product design, through research materials, and then to the 
trial and execution of objects. One of generating questions was: Can you establish 
stable definitions for art and design? Thus, the project was divided into the following 
steps:

1. Reading and discussion of the text "What is design";

2. Discussions about images of Brazilian modern and contemporary art;

3. Projecting images that defy the definitions of Art / Design;

4. Presentation of the work of the designers / artists Campana Brothers;

5. Preparation of writing an object of design to question the boundaries 
between art and design;

6. Research materials for the execution of this project, favoring reusable 
and disposable materials like cardboard;

7. Trials with materials chosen with attention to their limitations and uses 
of innovation;

 8. Implementation of the object;

 9. R e p o r t w r i t i n g p r o j e c t . 

Following are some pictures that show the experimentation of materials by students 
and then the results.
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Reference object - this is an object of the Campana Brothers, two  Brazilian 
designers (or artists?) producing conceptual, experimental objects and utilita-
rian objects for mass production. Characterized by innovation of materials, 
some students never imagined as a composition of furniture. The pull of the 
Campana  Brothers was one of the visual stimulus presented to students.



These four images illustrate the materials in the trial stage, after the 
object of the project was presented to the teacher. For three weeks, 
they handled the paper, cardboard, polystyrene and plastic in order 
to know their limits and possibilities and thus find a solution for the 
creation of the final object. During this phase of material experimen-
tation, several projects were modified, or even replaced with a new 
idea because of a discovery of possible uses of the raw material. Stu-
dents could  try to understand and manipulate the material  for three 
weeks, which involved actions of tearing, scratching, cutting with 
scissors or stylus, pasting, painting, diluting or cutting up the raw ma-
terial (which was predominantly the cardboard).



 

Result - "no function" object, according to the author (a girl). Joining cardboard wrapped and glued, tied with wire, the object created 
by the student allows various forms, according to the handling. During the process of the object, I presented to the student some 
works of Brazilian artist Lygia Clark (4).



Result - conceptual objects created by a girl and boy students, respectively. The first a color cardboard 
and the second, a small cubic object, made up of small pieces of Styrofoam. Both objects have reference 
in the concrete forms of Brazilian Modernism.
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Result - conceptual objects created by a girl and boy stu-
dents, respectively. The first a color cardboard and the se-
cond, a small cubic object, made up of small pieces of 
Styrofoam. Both objects have reference in the concrete 
forms of Brazilian Modernism.
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Result - cardboard object reference in the Brazilian rural popular culture, representing, with cubic shapes and straight lines, the traditional oxcart, made by a 
boy student. 



Result - the work is made of 
cardboard superposed layers 
and a final layer of a rubber 
sheet. According to the author 
(a boy), the object quips the 
consequent deaths of violence 
in Brazil.
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Result - this table is the process of creating the conceptual object made in hard paper of a student of the technical 
course of Buildings.The triangular modules are loose and allow other compositions. The student of Technician Buil-
dings (a girl) tells her own work, as follows: 

I would like to narrate (visually) the verticality of modern society, the lines pre-
sent in our daily lives, and show how our thinking, our view of the world may be 
becoming more and more rectilinear.
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NOTES

(1) Campus is an academic complex present in 15 cities in the Goiás State. The 15 
campus together form the Federal Institute of Goiás.

(2)  Escola de Aprendizes e Artífices.

(3)  The students has 8 hours per day activities.

(4)  Lygia Clark (1920 – 1988) was a Brazilian artist best known for her painting and 
installation work. She was often associated with the Brazilian Constructivist move-
ments of the mid-20th century and the Tropicalia movement. 

THE AUTHOR

Alexandre Guimarães is professor of Visual Arts at the Federal Institute of Goiás. He 
teaches for the middle and higher level - training of art teachers. He attends PhD in 
Art and Visual Culture and Master's degree in Visual Culture. He holds a degree in 
Visual Arts and it is enabled in Graphic Design.
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VISUAL	 ESSAY

Teachers:	 the	 museums	 as	 a	 
didactic	 laboratory

Author:	 NATALIA	 PORTUGUEIS	 CORONEL
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 ABSTRACT

Each year the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes de Chile offers various opportunities to approach the museum's he-
ritage specifically designed for school teachers. Their intention is to enable teachers to take ownership of the 
spaces and heritage in innovative ways, so that teachers use these strategies in their classes, engaging their 
students with art in dynamic and experiential ways.





The Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes (MNBA) in Santiago, Chile has a Mediation and 
Education Team, who are responsible for generating links of various kinds between 
visitors, the institution, and their collection.

Exactly what does it means to create links of various kinds? When I mention 

this idea, I mean to encourage people through different methods and levels to have 
experience with art and develop a sense of belonging and identity with the museum 
and its imagery. So each person, through their own experiences, establishes a rela-
tionship of ownership and use of heritage which is treasured by the museum.

A good example of this are the activities specifically targeted for teachers. The most 
emblematic of these is the Teacher Seminar, a program running for the last ten years, 
which involves 120 visual arts teachers in a full day journey around art and reflection 
on artistic and educational practices. In spring and autumn, follows courses designed 
specifically for this audience, which in recent years has become a sort of didactic la-
boratory.

Why work with teachers in this particular way? What makes them a target audience?

Museums, as non-formal education spaces, enjoy a freedom of action in their educa-
tional efforts in contrast to schools, which as formal education institutions need to 
work based on preset guidelines. This official curriculum framework allows each tea-
cher to use teaching strategies that are within their reach. From this starting point the 
museum takes the opportunity to exponentially expand the possibilities of reflection 
and learning by educators. Museums allow teachers to develop new and innovative 
strategies by direct experiences with the museum's heritage.

As all activities of the MNBA, fall and spring courses are free and open, and are spe-
cially designed for school teachers. Unlike the teacher seminar, they are not intended 
for only visual art teachers, but are also open to teachers of other subjects attracting 
language, history and philosophy teachers as well. These classes work as a laboratory, 
where the Museum proposes certain routes to follow, but it is by working together that 
the result of the course is elaborated. For this purpose, the mediation is used as the 
working tool methodology. Active dialogue between all participants from the 
approach of open questions as a motor for reflection and participation is encouraged.

A key factor is the possibility of being in a privileged space to work, such as that 
generated by working in galleries in evening hours when the museum is closed 
for regular visitors. This situation is encourages contact and a relationship with 
the artwork. At the same time it creates a sense of ownership and belonging of 
teachers with the museum's heritage.
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Why work with teachers in 
this particular way? What 
m a k e s t h e m a t a r g e t         
audience?
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Another significant aspect is the development of didactics by the atten-
dees within the same course as a product of collaborative work. They 
enrich their school practices by dialoging and reflecting with their peers 
and incorporating contents produced by them, as well as contents of our 
own art history.

It is noteworthy that the break of classical schooling formats through me-
diation activities, to which teachers are accustomed, helps to convert 
experiences into learning situations at the same time. This allows them 
to broaden their perspectives about art and their own educational practi-
ces. Thus, through dialogic new teaching methods, created during the 
course, they can revisit their own school programs in a new light, with 
special emphasis on reflection and appropriation of visual art heritage 
by their students.
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It is essential to understand this space which the MNBA has 
opened as a teacher's lab. The outcome of the course is 
known only partially at the end and its entire scope is never 
known. It remains open to what each teacher can generate 
with their students and, at the same time, the relationship or 
experience that these students have reached with the mu-
seum, thanks to a teacher who uses heritage not as a visitor, 
but as one who appreciates it as their own.
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ABSTRACT

The article comes from an interdisciplinary 
research that deals with multiple aspects 
of teaching with contemporary art. It 
addresses the knowledge that has been 
produced about recurring themes in the 
several circles of Brazilian experts, 
considering the experiences narrated 
by teachers and artists linked to 
informal and non-formal school’s. It 
was considered meaningful the use 
of performative and collaborative 
pedagogies by the subjects studied 
in schools, universities, museums 
and cultural centers, as 
evidenced by the completion of 
this visual narrative. Keywords: 
performance and education; 
cultural pedagogies; 
contemporary art.
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ART	 EDUCATION,	 
PERFORMATIVITY	 AND	 

COLLABORATIVE	 

DIDACTICISM

AUTHOR:	 ARÃO	 PARANAGUÁ	 SANTANA	 (1)
FEDERAL	 UNIVERSITY	 OF	 MARANHÃO	 



To start the textual/visual argument that consolidates 
this research about teaching and performance, it is 
important to emphasize the Brazilian context of art 
education, whose story has been developed in several 
historical periods, since the colonial period, and has 
been consolidated only progressively in the last sixty 
years. 

At present, the law curriculum includes four discipli-
nes (Visual Arts, Dance, Music and Theatre) and these 
offerings have expanded to the entire national terri-
tory, despite the harsh criticism about the quality of its 
operation. However, it is possible to identify best pe-
dagogical practices that are articulated to a double 
reference: performative concept activity and collabora-
tive tactic as didactic procedure (SANTANA, 2014a).

The matter of performativity is recurrent in contempo-
rary questions, covering debates, concepts, demarca-
tions and representations. Its exploration in the educa-
tion sector is still new, but it involves discussions 
about diverse topics, and this phenomenon can be 
observed in many countries (TORRENS, 2011).

Teaching practices arising from collaborative pro-
cesses, in turn, are siamese twins of performance and 
embrace a sense of learning and creation in which 
participants interfere in actions of the community, as 
(pro)active subjects. This processual perspective beca-
me even more evident during the twenty-first century, 
moving in search of processes allusive to the voices, 
ideas and desires of all who build it without hierarchies.

Coming from this multi-referential conception it was possible to identify the expe-
riences that conceive art education in a flexible and interdisciplinary way, based on 
narratives made by teachers, art students, cultural agents, managers and other indivi-
duals who work in diverse educational spaces (SANTANA, 2014b).
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Picture 1. Preparatory workshop for "Os cegos" (The Blind) performance in São Luís 
(MA). Photo by: Marcos Gatinho.



The following paragraphs briefly describe some of the experiences cataloged by this survey – conducted in a post-doctorate at the University of Goiás –, related 
to different levels and modalities of the education system (basic, higher and informal).

The teacher/artist/researcher Marcos Bulhões works at the University of São Paulo and coordinates the “Desvio Coletivo” (Collective Deviation), a network of 
creators of performative scene in the borderline between art languages. When creating the so-called method of "poetic acupuncture", he uses references that he 
considers vital to the creative process and production of expertise with the participants. To facilitate the circulation of "Os cegos" (The Blind) – performance ins-
pired in the painting "The Parable of the Blind", by Pieter Bruegel –, workshops that prepare artists and amateurs to the collective are planned.
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Picture 2 - "Os Cegos" (The Blind) performance in São Luís (MA). Photo: Marcos Gatinho.



The performer Marcelo Evelin directs the Demolition Group Inc. and teaches 
summer courses at the School of Arts of Amsterdam, in addition to residency 
in several countries where he transits with his shows. In Teresina, his home-
town, promotes regular exchanges between artists, students and amateurs, 
including public education. Recently presented “OVO” (EGG) performance at 
the Congress of Brazil Art/Educators Federation, bringing to the pedagogical 
space a show that discusses cultural resilience tactics and inefficiency of pu-
blic policies.

In the basic education, the present research found several examples that move 
between the exhibition space and the classroom when not in the opposite di-
rection. It was found that these experiences trigger the interest of young peop-
le, and with the media available videos, interviews, performances, demonstra-
tions etc., the popularization of the theme favored the occurrence of diverse 
speculations.

Stuck in a school inside the Amazon country, the teachers Jacqueline Silva 
and Paulo Anete conceived of the project called "Barca da Amazônia" (Ama-
zon Barque), encouraging the revaluing of the local culture and the study of 
characters almost forgotten in contemporary Brazilian curriculum, such as the 
Saci, the Caipora and other remnants of the Tupi-guarani memory. The idea 
came in retaliation to the massive induction of the students from Abaetetuba 
towards the Halloween celebration (trick-or-treat) (2).

The teacher Maria da Paz Melo developed in a rural school of Minas Gerais 
the proposal Contemporary Art: production and fruition, in order to stimulate 
the aesthetic awareness of her students in relation to contemporary art. The 
didactic portfolio that states her experience has quality rarely seen in schools 
and even in some art markets.
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Picture 3 - OVO (EGG) Performance staged in Porto de 
Galinhas (PE). Image taken before the performance, 
which is held in the shadows. Photo: Denise Bogéa.

Picture 4 – Idem (after the performance). Photo: Denise 
Bogéa.



Picture 6 - Class in the art room 
-note that in Brazilian schools, es-
pecially rural ones, an educational 
environment with this quality is 
not common. Photo: José Raimun-
do Jr. - prepared from a video 
from Instituto Arte na Escola (Art 
at School Institute).
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The work of artist/teacher Sirlene Felisberto Rodrigues addressed the 
interaction between the visible and invisible, from works of Frida Kah-
lo and Leonilson, comprising a didactic strategy guided in performing 
actions that occurred in school and integrated a group exhibition at 
the Londrina museum, as well as an academic text.

The inference that can be drawn from the survey is 
that artists and teachers – and thus, the institutions – 
have been giving importance to certain practices that 
destabilize the thought patterns, approximate arid con-
tents to stimulating ludic environment, invite partici-
pants to the gaming and contaminate of life the educa-
tion initiatives.

Picture 7 - The teacher Sirlene always liked to draw and has double degree in Vi-
sual and Performing Arts. In the detail, she does the same exercise proposed to 
her elementary school students. Photo: José Raimundo Jr. - prepared from a video 
from Instituto Arte na Escola (Art at School Institute).

Picture 8 - Drawings prepared by students from educational challenge by teacher 
Sirlene – “See the hearts painted by Frida Kahlo and Leonilson and tell how yours 
are”. Photo: José Raimundo Jr. - prepared from a video from Instituto Arte na Esco-
la (Art at School Institute).

Picture 9 - Students make their own face observation drawing with felt tip pen 
and A-4 paper, in the school cafeteria. Photo: José Raimundo Jr. - prepared from a 
video from Instituto Arte na Escola (Art at School Institute).

Picture 10 - Teaching portfolio 1 - the performative exhibition of this project "Meu 
mundo visível, meu mundo invisível" (My visible world, my invisible world) took 
place in the city museum. Photo: José Raimundo Jr. - prepared from a video from 
Instituto Arte na Escola (Art at School Institute).
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Picture 11 - Teaching portfolio 2 - the performative exhibi-
tion of this project "Meu mundo visível, meu mundo invisí-
vel" (My visible world, my invisible world) took place in 
the city museum. Photo: José Raimundo Jr. - prepared from 
a video from Instituto Arte na Escola (Art at School Institu-
te).
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VISUAL	 ESSAY

A	 SILENT	 CRY	 
IN	 OUR	 NOISY
INSTITUTION
AUTHOR:	 LUZ	 ELENA	 ACEVEDO	 LOPERA	 

Abstract
"A silent cry in our noisy institution" as a visual narrative is 
an experience that celebrates its fifth anniversary in the con-
text of a festival involving a macro-activity called ArteAcción 
(1). This initiative took place in the Lola Gonzalez High 
School. There, students approach a process of investigation 
and inquiry about an issue or social phenomenon. This is a 

phenomenon that affects the wider community (fa-
mily / neighborhood / school).  Contemporary art 
practice, new technologies, and principles of hu-

man ecology and the environment promote an inters-
titial condition, which opens up a universe of ques-

tions. In addition, this activity proposes a link between 
the various disciplines, enhancing knowledge and contri-

buting to the understanding of social and cultural reality in 
which students are immersed. 

Parallel activities, investigated visual narrative as a way of 
reflective, critical thinking and questioning. This served to 
integrate all means of literature, poetry, movement, sound, 
plastic etc., giving way to awareness and ultimately to intelli-
gence. (Read, 1991
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A silent cry in our noisy institution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kj1KoTB2j0c



This is an initiative framed under the philosophical and pedagogical foundations of 
contemporary art which aims to make visible the silent screams that are housed in 
classrooms and corridors. The proposal realizes the stories that are woven into 
everyday life but are camouflaged amid the noise of laughter, brightly coloring of 
hair, and cursing. So, this initiative’s relevance lies in its comprehensive contribu-
tion to the knowledge, skill, and ability of each and every student.

In the search for mediation processes, "A silent cry ..." leverages the characteristics 
of contemporary artistic practice, allowing one to step back to see and to perceive 
changes in the nature of daily life, making it practical to design as Geertz (1973) 
says "thick description"(p. 10). The processes in contemporary art practice introdu-
ces us to the big stages of the dialogue, where the “question” is the beginning of 
learning.

It is important to clarify that for this particular publication was selected the visual 
narrative of 2014: "The contrasts of my commune”. This narrative realizes the pro-
cess of design, creation, production and assembly of a collective mural; with dimen-
sions of 3 meters high x 10 meters wide (2). The theme was chosen in consensus 
with the students of 9th grade. The project allowed the students free rein in the thin-
king, critical, creative and innovative process.  Students demonstrated what can be 
achieved when they are called to discover and enhance their artistic, cognitive, eco-
logical and particularly technology skills.

This was a multimodal project where painting, body language and movement, 
sound and other artistic expressions appears. All participants collaborate to allow a 
meeting between work and viewer, leading to a new development. This symbolic 
story explores ways of remembering and forgetting the everyday stress and violence 
that is the current life of the inhabitants of the Commune 13. It was investigated 
using personal recollections from dramatic memories of residents. Equally vital we-
re regenerative experiences drawn from personal expression of these experiences 
where the senses crossed past and present realities, constantly activating future pro-
jects.

In the narrative, "The contrasts of my commune" (3), the memory is a source of 
strength and art and a retention device that gives new meaning to collective cons-
ciousness. It was evidenced by the emergence of many artistic proposals. After the 
commune was intervened militarily, it was possible to construct other versions of 
the story. In this way, the stigma of a community can be changed by visualizing co-
llective projects for making a better future; avoiding the return of a violent past, 
which they are working hard to prevent from reoccurring.

However, it is worth noting that the written narrative had an added value. The 
analysis proposed a meeting between a reality and a fictional literary fact. The 
Community 13, like Shakespeare, has been permeated by feelings of human drama, 
for example hatred between two families. Hamlet’s revenge, Othello’s jealousy, 
Macbeth’s greed, and envy and lust for power in Richard III set a context of rivalry 
that became progressively hostile, and a matter that originally was a discrepancy, 
ends in a real disgrace.

In the violence that took place in the Community 13, they lost thousands of lives; 
fathers, mother, brothers, uncles, nephews, sisters, wives, daughters and friends. In 
the midst of violence there is no place to access the links. Unfortunately, only the 
awareness of these tragic losses led to a willingness to do something to prevent it 
happening again. Through an analysis of the historical memory of the comuna13 
and with reference to some of the works of Shakespeare, students were able to un-
derstand what a bond of interdependence means, as in Romeo and Juliet. 

The goal is to develop activities that promote the production of images in a school 
in order to intervene and comment on the surrounding world. The aim is art not on-
ly for decorative or expressive purpose, but for understanding the field of culture as 
a space for participation, conflict resolution and agreements. (H. Giroux, 2004). It is 
important to note that the production of the narrative involved (by 240 students in 
grades 7th and 9th) was enjoyed by almost 1200 spectators of the education 
community. In this exchange, other logical ideas were established with a view to 
the construction of new cultural meanings.
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To conclude, this project is a commitment to understand and act, individually 
and collectively, against the phenomena and social problems faced by commu-
nities. This, about the urgency of having schools that propose and expand their 
literacy processes, contributing to the students interact with their reality 
through cognitive, social, aesthetic, ethical and affective skills or abilities. Aims 
to make the students appropriate their context, breaking with the linear structu-
re that the school has kept since long time ago, making possible the reading 
and the critical reflective analysis which becomes in learning “in situ” (4).

This project is the ability to keep track of the unsaid, the silent voice that hides 
multiple senses, requiring varying interpretations and questions, striving to see 
if we can reset new maps and new languages on the territory and the memory 
of our institution and our education.
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NOTES

(1) Una de las actividades más importantes en que se divide el proyecto “Ecoimagi-
nario”

(2) https://picasaweb.google.com/108311188738082694040/TemasFestivalArteAcci
on.
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NOTES

(3) Commune is a term used in Colombia to refer to an administrative unit 
of the urban area of a medium or major city in the country, bringing to-
gether sectors or certain neighborhoods. Most capital cities of depart-
ments are divided into communes.

(4)  "In situ" means the analysis of a phenomenon exactly in place and con-
ditions where it takes place (without moving to a medium or special 
place, without modification of the usual or natural constraints).
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MEMORY

Memory: displacement of 
knowledge
AUTHOR: MARIA DAS VITÓRIAS AMARAL 

DISPLACEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE 

The PIBID (Institutional Scholarship Program Initiation 
to Teaching) is a federal program that has the goal of 
bringing students of teacher training courses to tea-
ching. PIBID students of Visual Arts/UFPE (Federal Uni-
versity of Pernambuco) participated as observers/Re-
gents/researchers in the disciplines of Photography, Art 
History and Theory of Color, along with teachers/super-
visors IFPE (Instituto Federal de Pernambuco)-Olinda of 
Visual Arts. The students Visual Arts had the goal of ma-
king a mapping IFPE in Visual Arts in their spaces of ex-
periences, activities, interpersonal relationships among 
students, teachers, and technical practices that were 
recorded in photographs. The photographs shown were 
jointly examined minutely, with embroidery, collages, 
interventions and manipulations. Created a poetry inspi-
red by Manoel de Barros, Brazilian poet of Mato 
Grosso, which brings in his writing the experience of 
the region where he was born and lived, feeding the 
aesthetics of the group.



Dentre as experiências, encontramos poesia.

Na poesia encontramos Manoel de Barros.

Brincando com as palavras dele, encontramos as nossas:

Difícil fotografar a aprendizagem.

Entretanto tentei. Eu conto:

Dias e dias escutando vozes

e se ouvia silêncio.

Nada passava entre olhares.

 Estava saindo de casa...

Quase meio dia...

Lá o silêncio carregando os saberes.

Preparei minha máquina.

A aprendizagem era o que movia.

A fotografia era o que?

Quem fotografa quem?

Fotografei o movimento.

Tive outras visões naquele dia.

Preparei minha máquina de novo.

Tinha cheiro de preguiça e até o cheiro da cama.

Registrei meus sonhos.

Acordei e me vi pregada na existência...

Me fotografei aprendendo com outro e no olhar do outro

vi o registro do que ele tinha aprendido comigo.

Fotografei o olhar!

Vejo generosidade, interesse no alvoroço sobre uma sala de aula.

Fotografei o sobre.

Foi difícil fotografar o sobre.

Por fim, vou me deslocando recolhendo memórias.

(Parafraseando Manoel de Barros, em O Fotógrafo: Folha da Manhã online, do dia 04/10/

2010).

Among the experiences, we find poetry.

In poetry, we find Manoel de Barros.

Playing with his words, we find ours:

It is hard to photograph learning.

However, I tried. I tell:

Days and days listening to voices

and hearing the silence.

Nothing has passed between views

I was leaving home ...

Almost noon ...

There, silence carrying the knowledge.

I prepared my camera.

Learning was what moved me.

What was photography?

Who photographs whom?

I photographed the movement.

I had other views that day. I prepared my camera again.

It smelled laziness and even the smell of the bed.

I recorded my dreams.

I woke up and found myself nailed to the existence ...

Photographed myself learning from each other and looking at each other

I saw the record of what he had learned with me.

I photographed the view!

I see generosity, interest in uproar over a classroom.

I photographed the about.

It was hard to shoot about.

Finally, I'm moving my collected memories. 

(To paraphrase Manoel de Barros, in The Photographer)
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Meet...Different paths 
brought us together, a Fe-
deral University of Per-
nambuco (UFPE) and the 
other at the Federal Insti-
tute of Science, Techno-
logy and Education Per-
nambuco- (IFPE). As fate 
would have it two ways 
that seemed so different, 
but paths to cross as they 
led to the same destina-
tion: knowledge.
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They say that the parallel are in the infinite ... And that's what happe-
ned! The University with teacher training and the Federal Institute with 
subsequent education. University students about to become teachers 
and students of subsequent education starting their career; also they be-
gan to share moments of exchange and discovery and this time stories 
were written yielding several chapters. Teachers become students as 
they take place what very soon would be their right as they were al-
ready in effect. Shifting knowledge!

Classes orchestrated by those who came from the University and those 
at the Institute became songs that everyone wanted to hear ... Classes, 
workshops, and planning intertwined. We entered the history of art: ar-
tists, techniques, movements, concepts, ideas, changes, provocations, 
meanings, stories of people and societies. Understanding the color, we 
study them in their various perspectives: as light and pigment. Looking 
for places never visited before we landed on revealing colors and sha-
pes, revealing images and transforming ways of seeing the world.

Thinking of how to build images for this visual narrative, we find the 
photograph. Just that she was always so present in experienced classes, 
and now has become the artistic production for this narrative. We photo-
graphed everything: mediated visits in museums, looking through to 
dream up new possibilities to see and reflect on the world, educating 
the look. Looking out I saw a lot of what was inside of each. Visual me-
mories were built from handmade cameras that revealed upside down 
new ways of seeing the world.

Sitting in the classroom or walking the campus at IFPE, students, in pairs 
or even alone, built other ways to see and make art. Add to these looks, 
fabrics, embroidery and ribbons so present in northeastern Brazilian cul-
ture. These colorful interventions that reveal textures and movements 
carry the look / memory to a photographic record that eventually beco-
mes a plastically art object.

Lines represented by strings, wool and embroidered beads stroll for pho-
tography symbolically uniting the relationships that were established by 
the Institutional Scholarship Program Introduction to Teaching (PIBID) 
subproject in Visual Arts, Institute and University, where supervision, 
coordination and students "Pibidianos" that, free to think, challenge and 
build proposals for education and work decided to stay together in a 
group tied not only ideas but mostly hearts.
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VISUAL	 ESSAY

Meeting	 Space
AUTHOR:	 JOALLERY	 MIRANDA

Three major educarional and artistic 
oriented institutions came together du-
ring the 3rd International Art Education 
Week in Chile (UNESCO, May 2015), 
with the goal of intervening on the tra-
ditional space of the Museum and ur-
ban areas in order to create a mea-
ningful learning experience for stu-
dents from two secondary Artistic 
schools in Santiago.

In combining knowledge and creation, 
the artistic project seeks to develop the-

se forms of holistic creative thinking. It is 
of relevance not only for artworks but for 

the art of living in a global, complex culture 
which challenges abilities like critical percep-

tion, distinction, judgment and imagination 
concerning individual and societal perspectives. 
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             ARTISTIC EDUCATION



In May, during the International Arts Education Week, the Mu-
seum of Contemporary Art in Quinta Normal (MAC) hosted a 
group of 25 high school students from the “Instituto Artístico de 
Estudios Secundarios” Art Institute of Secondary Education in 
charge of the University of Chile (ISUCH) and the Colegio Artís-
tico Salvador (CAS) for a theoretical and practical experience, 
to live entwined visions, methodologies and production brin-
ging together both institutions.

The development of expertise in the visual arts aimed to meet 
the two realities of art schools in a living museum where fanzi-
ne, comic, drawing collage and graffiti (UNDERMAC Exhibi-
tion) were presented as a focus for perception, analysis, interpre-
tation and reflection about Dadaism to develop content.

The artistic teaching experience was initiated by Professor Vic-
tor Hayden (CAS art history specialist) who moved through the 
basics of Dadaist practice of early twentieth century. It was thus 
from sociopolitical, economic and cultural contexts developed 
a class exhibition allowing students from both schools to assess, 

justify and understand the deepest principles of Dada; They desi-
red  to oppose to the idea of eternal beauty and absolute perfec-
tion. The main reflection that gave meaning and significance to 
art studies came when students contributed and interacted, re-
flecting on the concepts of individual liberty, spontaneity, imme-
diacy, chance and   irony as the significant elements of Da-
daism. In this sense, the subject treated itself worked properly, 
allowing students to assimilate the concept and transfer it to 
their own experience.

Based on the idea of  ‘visual thinking’, students were then direc-
ted by Professor Nancy Betancourt Galvez (ISUCH specialist Vi-
sual Arts) to Visualise gestures through expressive representa-
tions and mixed materials, concepts and their own impressions 
of Dadaism. In this way, the development making aesthetic deci-
sions were complemented by the joint work of all the students 
in a common support (cardboard rolls), managed the  exercise 
of  critical judgment, creativity, conceptual and analytical skills. 
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The visual experimentation allowed the students to recog-
nize the thematic possibilities of dadaism   implemented 
through collective work and individual contributions. 
This all framed in a formal space of artistic diffusion 
which allowed students to live and experience the con-
cepts.
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Finally, the art education experience spread outside the mu-
seum, exhibiting for the Community, to give them a glimpse of 
various visual and plastic proposals according to the formation 
of each student's school reality. The development of the activity 
was definitely a great experience to share either the views of 
teachers such as the students actions, who explored the various 
dimensions of learning by developing the aesthetic, cognitive 
and creative thinking of all those who took part, emphasising 
the collective and human character of art.    

As an artistic education institution we firmly believe that artis-
tic creation should promote the development of people able to 
perceive, understand and interpret the world with imagination 
and creativity, especially given the excess of functionality and 
immediacy of today's globalized society.

AUTHORS REVIEWS

In 1983 was founded the Salvador Art School (CAS) of the Me-
tropolitan Region, whose main principles are focused on the 
artistic, academic and personal development of students 
through three artistic fields: Music, Performing Arts and Visual 
Arts. 

The Artistic Secondary School Institute of the University of Chi-
le (ISUCH) whose main objective is to provide regular school 
education for young people with outstanding talent in the field 
of music, dance and visual arts was created in 1933. Nowa-
days Jorge Morán Abaca is music professor and Director of the 
 ISUCH.
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ABSTRACT
This article was developed from issues which arose 
in the dissertation titled Escola, Artistas e 
Docentes em Movimento: Encontros entre Arte 
Contemporânea e Educação (Fischer, 2014). The 
research site for this study was Escola Projeto 
(Porto Alegre, RS), which includes 
contemporary art in its curriculum and invites 
artists to work collaboratively. The article 
explores how teachers and visual artists work 
together to devise new ways to create art in 
the school, explore these approaches 

together and move away from 
practices that have become 

standardised over time. 
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VISUAL	 ARTISTS	 AND	 TEACHERS:	 
ENCOUNTERS	 AND	 APPROACHES	 

AUTHORS:	 	 LUCIANA	 GRUPELLI	 LOPONTE	 (1)	 AND	 

DEBORAH	 VIER	 FISCHER	 (2)
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Figure 1: Students and teachers during an educational activity at the Jabutipê art space, 
Porto Alegre, in the exhibition Um Outro Outono (2013)



This brief article proposes encounters between visual artists and teachers 
within the school, not as a dispute for space between representatives of 
the arts and of education, but as an important possibility to approach, to 
form partnerships, and to create.

This text was based on the dissertation titled Escola, artistas e docentes 
em movimento: encontros entre arte contemporânea e educação (Fischer, 
2014) (3) which focuses on an art program which invites artists to work 
collaboratively with basic education teachers (4), and in the process mo-
ve away from practices naturalised by time and usage, relying mainly on 
Foucault's theoretical framework.

This text was based on the dissertation titled Es-
cola, artistas e docentes em movimento: encon-
tros entre arte contemporânea e educação

To consider estrangement in school practices brings us closer to the idea 
of an ethical-aesthetic relation to life that, according to Hermann (2005), 
has to do with the invention of the self, inasmuch as it allows for “a loo-
ser and more flexible relation to the codes of conduct, opening space for 
the creative imagination” (p. 93). We believe that this space is strengthe-
ned when teachers allow themselves to engage with art, so that it beco-
mes an integral part of the curriculum, not one more task to be fulfilled in 
their working hours or merely one more item in the school curriculum. 

Figure 2: Hélio Fervenza (visual artist), analysing the students's productions based on 
his work, Escola Projeto (2014).
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Figure 3: Hélio Fervenza (visual artist), in a meeting with students and teachers to 
talk about his work, Escola Projeto (2008).

By viewing art and teaching as a partnership and developing new ways 
for art to exist in the school, we suggest the importance of not ignoring 
the points of convergence and conflict between artistic and pedagogical 
practices. These approaches can empower change, creation and sharing, 
strengthening the concept of artist teacher training (5) as a form of educa-
tion influenced by close contact of and with contemporary art. Thus, a 
number of important questions arise: is it possible for non-specialist tea-
chers to work with artists and be challenged by the artist’s approach hin-
dering the principles and training of teachers? Alternatively, can artists 
working with teachers also experience an exchange of ideas and expe-
riences without comprising their approach? Can we view 
this approach as an en- counter which puts modes 
of action into motion?
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Figure 4: Students, teacher, and visual artist Antônio Augusto Bueno      
during an educational activity in the courtyard of the Japutipê art space, 
Porto Alegre, exhibition Um Outro Outono (2013).



In order to explore the possible and intense relationship taking place in the spa-
ce in-between, in the mobile space, in what is ongoing, we seek new stances 
on the way art has been presented in the school. These stances point out the 
concerns and implications of this powerful encounter for pedagogical practice, 
for the education of teachers and for artistic work, contributing to changes in 
the way the curriculum, the classroom management, and the school as a whole 
are organised. (See Figure 4)

Figure 5: Students and Antônio Augusto Bueno (visual artist) analysing natural 
materials for a collective three-dimensional construction. Jabutipê Art Space 
(2015).
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As an example of the possibilities presented by the work between artists and 
teachers what follows is a brief account of a partnership which has occurred 
since 2012 with the artist Antônio Augusto Bueno (6) and 4th year students of 
the Escola Projeto. This art and education partnership occurs annually and in-
cludes visits by the artist to talk with students and teachers and to present 
workshops on three-dimensional work using materials discarded by nature. The 
school also visits the artist’s space Jabutipê, as it is an opportunity to see where 
the artist works and also because they are very interested in three-dimensional 
work. This work began timidly but gradually gained space and shape, because 
of the enthusiasm of all parties involved (school, artist, teachers and students). 
This participatory work, underpinned by the collaboration between the artist 
and teachers, regards the possibility of making visible the idea that one can do 
something different in the school and in the process make a difference in the 
lives of students and teachers and, in this case, also of the artists.

The images below partly show what was produced in this partnership, 
which is proposed, above all, as something experimental. The process invol-
ves  decision-making at every moment and the strength to think art as a 
way of life. 
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(3) Dissertation by Deborah Vier Fischer, defended in 2014 at Programa de Pós-Gra-
duação em Educação, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, 
Brazil.

(4) Teachers at Escola Projeto, Porto Alegre/RS, a private education institution which 
works with childhood and basic education (grades 1–5).
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(5) Term used by Fischer (2014), to name a teacher's attitude towards close contact 
with the problematisations of art and artists, through educational situations, in the 
school and outside of it, able to trigger other ways of thinking their professional 
activity.

(6) Visual artist, born in Porto Alegre, graduated in drawing (2004) and sculpture 
(2008), form Instituto de Artes/UFRGS and owner of Jabutipê (art space on Rua Fer-
nando Machado, Porto Alegre).
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VISSUAL	 ESSAY

Experiences	 in	 Artistic	 
Education:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

Pottery	 Workshop	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

       Abstract
Ceramic clay is an endless source of possi-
bilities for artistic development and per-

sonal growth of the most precious human 
values. Therefore, training courses from so-

me Chilean universities, through patrimonial 
legacy, foster beyond the theoretical aspects of 

classroom and field trips. The workshops seek to 
merge the matter-life that is clay, from whence 

man of divine breath came and continues to search 
for identity, kneading the clay, melting pottery, to 

build the human being.
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Figure 1. Cusca Risún Workshop,  2006



The Pottery Workshop “Cusca Risún” 1, which in quechua (1) means “we will go to-
gether”, belongs to the Centro de Educación y Trabajo Metropolitano (Metropolitan 
Education and Work Center), Gendarmería de Chile (Chilean Gendarmery) depen-
dent, and it is characterized by the work of students with people deprived of their 
liberty, developing social and vocational rehabilitation, doing educational activities 
like printing, furniture and footwear training, in addition to other formative, recreatio-
nal and cultural activities. 

In this case the clay, as foundation material, does not necessarily represent an end 
but a means to reach the objectives mentioned above. Direct experience with herita-
ge elements, seeks to discoverour label, approaching a shared identity by a common 
history.

The pottery workshop was started in 2001, conducted by a visual arts and education 
professional: professor Raúl Fuentes Romero, performing a wide variety of design li-
nes ranging from murals, pottery reliefs and ornamental masks, to useful objects 
which are designed, decorated and handicraft worked by the inmates.

Its aim was to specify attractive experiences and give inmates concrete learning  tools 
while working in a suitable environment to express themselves. This was about possi-
ble because pottery is viewed as a “worthy, formative and profitable” occupation (R. 
Fuentes R. Desde el Barro hasta la Cerámica, p. 13).

The main objective of the workshop, therefore, was and still is, the implementationof 
a methodologically including planned activities in the field of artistic and utilitarian 
pottery, for inmates who work together to promote their self-esteem, and to obtain 
and develop social skills, work skills and self-management capacity. Promotion of 
real possibility of employment in the environment of freedom, once released from 
prison. Playful insight, expressed through clay in this case, is stimulated on the basis 
of the development of a plastic experience. This raw material in the environment 
looks like mud. Once extracted and placed ina decantation and purification process, 
the plasticity of the clay allows objects to be constructed using various methods. The 
inmates’own hands impress individually aesthetic prints on the works, which gradua-
lly became solid by drying and are further hardened by "burning" or kiln firing, beco-
ming ceramic. Over several years, through this inmate-student project, different po-
ttery mural projects have been concreted. Among them, exhibitions at Metro de San-
tiago, and expositions at Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Biblioteca Nacional and 
several Universities, took part of it.

Figure 2. “Spirits of the earth” Cusca Risún Workshop 2007

Figure 3. Opening CuscaRisún Pottery exhibition  Visual Artist and Professor Raúl 
Fuentes;  Elda Balbontín, Coord. Pedagogía Artes Visuales;  Sergio Torres Pinto, Rec-
tor Universidad Católica Silva Henríquez
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Indeed, in 2006 a wide range cooperation agreement was completed with the Catho-
lic University Cardenal Silva Henríquez. A cooperation was formed between the Uni-
versity and the Chilean Gendarmerie and students of different careers who lead the 
Cusca Risun Workshop, pledging to combine education and training of future profes-
sionals with learning in pottery workshops. 

The most interesting aspect of this project is that by working together future professio-
nals know the reality of the prisoners, who are young, vulnerable individuals with 
low educational levels. These inmates have committed crimes of behavior from a so-
cial point of view. 

They have been prosecuted, convicted, and are in the last stage of the reinstatement 
process. On the other hand the young inmates have the opportunityto interact with 
people who have more socially acceptable goals and behaviors and can model their 
own behavior at the moment of their reintegration into society. Among elective gene-
ral topics of training offered each semester by the UCSH, special interest arose about 
Heritage by the involved people; in 3-4 sessions of exchange they noticed this inte-
rest, so the topic could be established. The collaborative approach taken by the study 
of clay promotes a curiosity to learn, appreciate and communicate through personal 
work. The experience involved the creation of a reproduction of a heritage object. 
Emphasis was placed on thoughtful analysis and problem solving through the diffe-
rent processes in the practice, starting with the investigation of the ancestral object 
(pre-Columbian) and drawing a personal design, without diminishing the rigor and 
proper preparation of the used elements.

Professor Raul Fuentes, described this workshop modeling an article, that details the 
collective experiences and different methodological steps of works, processes, mate-
rials and tools. He refers to the subject with the words, "concern for the development 
of ceramic sin plastic, in the school level is little oral most non existent, even within 
the artistic-academic university education" (Fuentes, year, p. 3)

We hope that finally we can bring the necessary change in this situation. “Para que 
nuestros recuerdos se perpetúen y se vuelvan esperanzas, para que nuestro pasado 
se vuelva futuro” ( M. de Unamuno) [“For our memories to be perpetuated and beco-
me hopes, for our past to become future” (M. de Unamuno)].

Figure 4. Universidad Católica Silva Henríquezstudentmodelling in the workshop
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In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary to generate new conscious-
ness, capable of discerning and creating a new way to look and to act. 
New ways to assess, to sensitize and inquire through a collaborative patri-
monial education will help people to understand and a esthetically expe-
rience the feelings and the achievement involved in being a person who 
not only watches, but from the mud, the work, the technique and rigor 
produces and recreates in our days, with their own hands and the mate-
rials used by our ancestors.

Figure 5. “Mapuche antropomorph vessel”. Sebastián Olivares, Psycholgy 
 student from the Universidad Cardenal Silva Henríquez.

Figure 6.  PU CHE KURA (People of Stone) . Mapuche sculpture, Universi-
dad Cardenal Silva Henríquez student
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Figura 7. Works presented at the end 
of the course about National Heritage,

Universidad Cardenal Silva Henríquez 
(2013)

Figura 8. A new looking on Mate.    
Recreation of Andean culture, Salta 
(Argentina)
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Figure 9. Students of the Pedro de Valdivia University at the workshop Cusca RISUN -Camila Solar Lagos 
and Catherinen Tania Reyes-  May 2015



Figure 10. Camila Solar, a student of Early Childhood Education 
(UPV), at work in the Cusca RISUN workshop. May 2015

Figure 11. Diaguita bottle. Universidad Cardenal Silva Henríquez 
student, 2013

Figure 13. Vase, Universidad Cardenal Silva Henríquez student, 
2013
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CONSIDERATIONS	 ABOUT	 

BRIDGING	 IN ARTISTIC/EDUCATIVE	 

PRACTICES,	 ARTISTRY,	 
RESEARCHISTRY
AND	 TEACHISTRY

AUTHOR:	 Flávia	 Maria	 de	 Brito	 Pedrosa	 Vasconcelos
Federal	 University	 of	 San	 Francisco	 Valley	 –	 UNIVASF

Research	 Group	 Multi,	 Inter	 and	 Trans	 in	 Arts	 –	 MITA	 –	 CnPQ	 -	 Brazil

                         
Abstract 

                       This is a brief reflection on concepts of artistic/

educative and promoting the pursuit of excellence in Art (Artis-
try) in Research (Researchistry) and Education (Teachistry). It is 
taken from the conclusions of my doctoral thesis in Arts/Educa-
tion undertaken at the University of Porto, Portugal, with the 
support of Higher Education Personnel Training Coordination - 
CAPES, Brazil. 

With the title Designare: artistic/educative bridges in Visual Arts 
teachers education, I revised discourses and practices of Dra-
wing and teaching through emphases of "knowing how to 
draw" and "did not know how to draw" in the Visual Arts tea-
ching/learning processes. Thus, by artistic/educative practices 
between visual and writing narratives I intend to demonstrate 
the need for an increased dialogue between theories and practi-
ces and the continuing construction of becoming a teacher/ar-
tist/researcher.
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About Artistic/educative Practices

Since 2009 I have been a professor in a federal Brazilian university.  The artistic/educa-
tive practices are findings as part of the process of presentation and representation of 
consciousness of training in competen-
ces and abilities of producing, creating 
and investigating - rereading Irwin 
(2004) as a professor/artist/ researcher. 
This is a concept that I have utilized sin-
ce 2010, and arising from my Master stu-
dies in Visual Arts, in research about Vi-
sual Arts Teaching in Brazil at Federal 
University of Paraíba - UFPB, in associa-
tion with the Federal University of Per-
nambuco UFPE. This concept comes 
from experiences and connects theories 
and practices by bridging experiences 
that reflect through creation issues and 
possibilities of understanding and expan-
ding the intersubjectivity and the symbo-
lic production of Arts Teachers’ Educa-
tion. 

Fig. 1 Drawing Hands. Flávia Pedrosa Vasconcelos. 2012. Personal archives.

My PhD research in Arts Education at University of Porto – UPORTO 
at Faculty of Fine Arts - in Portugal had as one of the conclusions a re-
flection about the necessity of promote a dialogue about artistic/educa-
tive practices in the processes of Visual Arts teaching/learning. Becau-
se of those bridges implicated, I understand the complexity of this con-
cept, since it interacts with traditional and modern paradigms re-
viewing them according to a multiple polysemy and in contemporary 
contexts. 

The traditional paradigm interprets the artistic production disconnec-
ted from the educative processes, so the artist and the teacher are seen 
as separated subjects as Arts and Education - different and not associa-
ted knowledge fields. This infers that the same artist who taught could 
not be regarded as a teacher and the teacher who creates artistic ob-
jects could never be regarded as an artist. In addition, the distance of 
Arts from the Education did not take into account the artistic part of 

the procedure could also be educational, in that to create is necessary 
to learn the creative process, the talent does not exist by itself, and that everything is 
the result of a continuous experience.
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Fig. 2 La ligne. Flávia Pedrosa Vasconcelos.2013. Personal archives.

Fig. 3 An artistic/educative practice in Ecodesign. Project Ecodesign and Visual 
Arts. UNIVASF. 2013. Personal archives.



The modern paradigm questioned the traditional view and broke any possibility of 
revising its concepts, bringing the notion that although Art and Education are closely 
linked in the artistic learning process, however, they are fields that must be studied in 
their specificity. In translating the creative process as part of an apprenticeship, this 
paradigm has contributed to the revision of the Arts teacher's role as well as a lear-
ning experience for the artistic within an also educational process. A deviation found 

was 
to emphasize the creative process as an end, forgetting the need for review of the te-
chnical study, leaving the ability and skills of the artist in training as a responsibility 
of the experimental, without guidance. Therefore it promotes a bipolar distance bet-
ween the artist and Education as the teacher and Arts.

Fig. 4 An artistic/educative embrace after performance. Visual Arts Teacher Education. 
State University of Bahia - UNEB. Juazeiro – BA. 2012. Personal archives.

As I mentioned, I reflected about artistic/educative practices in-between the theoreti-
cal review and empirical data of my PhD investigation. One of those reflections on 
artistic/educative practices was that we do not teach Arts to the students so they beco-
me artists. Becoming an artist is only possible through experiencing the tensions, 
issues of production and the context itself. The experience is essential to the conti-
nuum process of becoming in any profession.(figures 2 and 3))

Fig. 5 An Art installation at Visual Arts Teachers Education. UNIVASF. 2012. Personal 
archives.

I agree with Biesta (2013) about the important factor of communication in Education 
and of the experience role in the process of teaching/learning, but disagree that the 
experience is only communication. This restricts production of meaning only through 
interaction between the subjects and does not expose the influence of the context 
and of the cultural dialogue.
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The excess of expressiveness is a distortion of John Dewey’s original concept 
on expression and bequeathed teaching and artistic learning to free expres-
sion - the action of leaving students without guidance, removing the role and 
the function of the Arts teacher. 

For those reasons the artistic/educative practice interacts with communica-
tion, it is experiential, but does not focus only on the experiencing. It produ-
ces bridges from theoretical conceptualizations to promote and expand dialo-
gues with artistic and creative production, making the becoming a part that is 
revealed with the time and the progress developed through learning.

Considering Artistry, Researchistry and Teachistry

Artistry is a concept that can be found in Elliot Eisner’s studies at the begin-
ning of 21st  century. According Eisner (2003: 373), Artistry “is not limited to 
the fine arts, but to everything made well”, and this search for excellence in 
competences and abilities in artistic production contributes to a review pro-
cess of the construction of production, from mental images to the work itself. 
In addition, the strive for excellence the artist is never completely satisfied, 
what can indicate relations between works produced and take him beyond 
the trajectory launched, recreating and innovating its aesthetic posture.

Fig. 6 Artistry, a product with the concept of Eisner. 2015. Open Domain Ima-
ge from Internet.
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Researchistry is a concept related to both Artistry and Teachistry, and addresses the 
demand for the development of research in which the quantitative not qualitative 
overlap, taking into account the time for adequate reflection and knowledge genera-
tion.

Based on this, Teachistry is the 
search for teaching Art in a con-
temporary platform reviewing tra-
ditional and modern paradigms 
connected to a complex process 
of stimulating the development of 
competences and abilities in te-
chnicality, creativity, expressivity 
and cognition. 

Considerations…

It is necessary to stimulate the im-
provement of artistic/educative 
practices in Visual Arts Teachers 
education. On the other hand it is 
noteworthy that the search for Ar-
tistry, Researchistry and Teachistry 
(A/R/T) may suffer misinterpreta-
tions, overloading building of be-
coming professor/artist/researcher in the profession through higher stress on accumu-
lation of bureaucratic activities added to the increase in production and collection 
activities already expected of teaching, research and extension. 

At the end, what meanings the visual narratives presented here can infer, when allied 
with those concepts?

Fig. 7 Self Portrait. Flávia Pedrosa Vasconcelos. 2015. Personal Archives.
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GREATER	 FREEDOM	 IN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
ARTISTIC	 EXPRESSION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

INCREASES	 LEARNING	 SKILLS
AUTHOR:	 PATRICIA	 GALLARDO

Abstract
The visit of Mario Urlass in October 2013 
gave rise to various enriching experiences 
during the week in which he presented his 
didactic approach to teachers in Chile. He 
emphasized the importance of creative 
work for the integral development of a per-
son and the importance of promoting and 
channeling artistic skills from an early age. 
He argued that children should not be coa-
ched by being presented with artworks 
from famous artists as they are able to crea-
te their own artistic expression without the 
expectation of fitting into a particular style. 
Urlass also noted that children have the abi-
lity to attribute their own meaning to the 
images they choose. 



The following document presents three instances from the visit of Mario Urlaß, Pro-
fessor at the Pädagogische Hochschule / University Heidelberg, in October 2013.

1.- At the Education Ministry.

At the Ministry, Mario Urlass gave a presentation about the effects of impo-
sing a certain manner of creating an image – such as an artist’s style - to chil-
dren. Children are inherently capable of expressing their own emotions and 
thoughts. When confronted with a certain style children feel they are unable 
to portray their thoughts and subsequently their creativity is restricted. Urlass 
showed the result of this malpractice: the final work of several children 
which did not exhibit their individuality. The showcased pieces were all ali-
ke: the same colors, the same shapes and the same dimensions. 

Figure N° 1 (Mario Urlass presenting typical mistakes committed by art teachers as 
they ask their students to imitate works of famous artists.) 
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2. Participating on a course of       
improvement that was provided for 30 art educators 

at  the Professional German Institute for teacher training "Wilhelm von 
Humboldt". On this occasion Urlass’s presentation focused on creati-
vity and childhood. As an experimental activity, he encouraged those 
attending to create a package for an object of choice. Through this pro-
cess he proved that the personal meaning attached to an object may 
b r i n g t h e c r e a t o r c l o s e r t o h i s w o r k . 

          

Figure N° 2 (innovative packaging for personal objects)

Figure N° 3 (commenting on the outcomes of the workshop)
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The following interview was conducted by Patricia Gallardo (P.G.) with 
Professor Urlass’s (M.U.) about the arts and education with a focus on 
the teaching methods of Chilean art teachers.

P.G.: 1.- How important are the arts in general in school education? What is their con-
tribution to the development of youth and children?

M.U.: One can survive without the arts, but in today's world, especially in the areas 
in which the economy, cognitive thinking and adaptation dominate, art compensates 
with emotion, subjective expression, imagination and fantasy. These are essential 
components of human beings and among them the most important aspect is that of 
providing freedom.

If art is authentic, it is always free; it is not ruled by other things. Then, I think that, 
based on that, the kids can learn what it means to be free. When they receive this 
freedom in class, they simultaneously can experience what democracy is.

P.G.:  2.- In your opinion, what is the ideal age for a child to strengthen the contents 
of visual arts?

       

 There is no ideal age, hardly a child is born, the process of self-education al-
ready begins and this process lasts a lifetime. Artistic aesthetic expression 

is an important component of a person.  When you are in the formati-
ve process and are confronted with art, this may be an impulse, a 

permanent incentive for further education as a person. There is 
no ideal age because personal evolution is also changing the 
look you give to the world.

 There is a very interesting book by the German neurobio-
logist Gerald Hüther "Every child is highly gifted", which is to 

say that every child has their own view of the world, the author 
argues that we must foster that personal sense of view, of differen-

ce, of "stubbornness". However, the school is responsible for lowering 
this personal view. For many teachers this personal sense is not desired, it 

is inconvenient, (could be because they cannot handle and/or because they have a 
wrong way of doing pedagogy). Art education must be the prime developer of this 
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Figure 4 Two exceptional art teachers Miguel Zamorano (Chile) and Mario Urlass (Germany)
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personal sense, the amazing thought following an unconventional direction. Art must 
help people to be as they are and not just as they should be.

3.- Have you noticed changes in young 
people's behavior motivated by art? Can you give 

us some examples?

Artistic experience with children in elementary school shows that they already have 
certain qualities in their personality, acquired in their short stage of development 
such as: self-awareness, responsibility and self-determination. This allows them to be 
aware of their responsibilities in their level. Then, when you delegate responsibilities 
in carrying out their own projects and they have the oppor- tunity 
to define how to develop them, the teacher assumes 
the role of counselor, companion. 

Another important aspect is that children beco-
me more tolerant of the work of their peers 
and also of the approach to different art expe-
riences. These are personal skills that do not 
specifically belong to artistic fields, but deter-
mine the human quality of children. The idea 
is to learn these qualities for life while acqui-
ring aesthetic taste.

4.- What would you recom-
mend to teachers of arts and music of our 
country?

I would recommend them to have the courage and to be willing to risk by starting 
open classes, which are somewhat unpredictable, but consciously developed; unders-
tanding open classes as an adventure. Often the situation arises that teachers are like 
a tour guide pointing the way forward, the idea is for them to move along with their 
students on an expedition. 

Teachers have to help children to be themselves, first as an artist and then as tea-
chers. The natural art of teaching in Chile is an educational failure – which I have ob-
served here - because students are instructed about the history of artistic concepts 
and knowledge. Alongside these aspects, technical aspects play an important role 
too, but these are only one facet of art. The other facet is what basically determines 
what art is, and that is subjective. This remains somewhat delayed here. The pure 
knowledge, which can be found anywhere, is not essential: the key is the ability to 
configure, to create subjectively and to find personal meanings and identity associa-
tions for that moment. Intensity is required, especially in projects that are developed 
in the long-term, at least to experience in part what it means to express one self.

Only if the teacher has a 
plural understanding of pe-
dagogy can s/he fulfill this 
facilitator role.
In short, his comments and teachings brought new light and greater freedom to the 
educational-artistic practice in Chile, which since late 2012 has been governed by a 
new curricular foundation for elementary education. Now Chilean art teachers have 
the task of amalgamating Mario’s contributions to the new guidelines to enhance the 
quality of education.
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Abstract
COLOR DISPLACEMENT is a workshop with 
use of discarded paper conducted by the 
author with children and adults. The 
process requires the reutilization of 
graphic ink of old magazines to 
transform white paper into colored 
surfaces by the technique of positive/
negative. This technique is very 
appropriate to use with children to 
encourage them to be inventive and 
make a lot of figures through many 
creative compositions. Students 
work with them by using 
alternating or repetitive 
combinations. To accomplish this 
work, we mention the artwork of 
Vik Muniz who also serves 
himself and society by 
transforming discarded 
material  into art. 
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	 BOMBRIL	 /
COLOR	 DISPLACEMENT	 -	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

A	 BRIEF	 EXPERIENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
REPORT

AUTHOR:	 ROSE	 MARY	 AGUIAR	 BORGES	 *	 
SEE	 -	 NOVA	 FRIBURGO	 -	 RJ



It started with someone showing another person and then another and so 
many people here in town came to know the famous "Technique of Bom-
bril" (BOMBRIL is the name of a steel wool mark). Time passed, and vir-
tually all schools in the city, learned and expanded upon the technique. I 
mainly work in a school of Primary Education Teacher Training (EF) where 
we practice this "technique" at the end of every year, as we prepare Christ-
mas cards. In 2010, I presented the  "technique" in Budapest, at the   In-
SEA Congress. In order to present the "Technique of Bombril" a theoreti-
cal foundation was needed to endorse and confer a more academic air to 
the proposed work. First the dealer's name would have to be an attractive 
name to call attention; I called it "Color Displacement". That is what we 
did in fact: reuse the graphic ink magazines to blank paper, transferring 
color by scraping the revised sheet with steel wool to blank paper. I star-
ted searching in books and looking for some examples of the use of mate-
rials that usually would go to waste, such as old magazines (chosen  mate-
rial for the technique). For this work, we can mention the artwork of artist 
Vik Muniz as a starting point, the artist  also uses the material discarded 
by society, transforming them into art. Through the experience we  enhan-
ce creative expression, such as how to work with positive / negative. The 
process is very much related with  Ernst Fischer idea of the movement 
and transformation. (Fischer, 1971).  This movement and transformation 
can be obtained through this composition technique with alternating or 
repeated forms. The following photographs illustrate the lessons with chil-
dren in  Primary Education and High School, as well as   the workshop 
held in Budapest with teachers, local university students, InSEA partici-
pants and finally in a  workshop held in an art education congress in Bra-
sil (CONFAEB). 
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"PARAÍSO	 ÁRIDO"	 

AUTHORS:	 DAVID	 ROMERO	 (PHOTOGRAPHER)	 AND	 JULIET	 BOHÓRQUEZ	 

(ANTHROPOLOGIST	 “IN	 PROCESS”)

ENGLISH	 TRANSLATION	 BY	 KATHERINE	 BAUGHMAN

The piece we are proposing is composed of photo-
graphy and text. We are looking for thematics and 
stories with social impact that would pose an inves-
tigative challenge and would involve an interac-
tion with society. The framework of our volunteer 
work with JUCUV, an international NGO that has 
its headquarters in Medellín and that has humanita-
rian work as one of its focuses, has served as a 
platform for the project’s development. It carries 
out this work via health brigades, seeking to offer 
fundamental support to communities that are vic-
tims of involuntary displacement in Colombia. 
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In the specific case of “Arid Paradise,” we begin the journey 20 days before 
the arrival of the whole brigade team. 

The year 2012 had just begun when the director of JUCUM, Misericordia Me-
dellín, Enith Díaz— after establishing the location where the brigade would 
deployed, a site located in the Department of Córdoba called “The Odyssey” 
which faced serious problems of water access — informed us that the trip 
was planned for the time of the Semana Santa. With this, we embarked on 
our investigation, taking factors ranging from the weather to the political si-
tuation and social conflicts into account. 

It is fundamental for us to make an overview of the relevant literature and 
prior studies in order to determine and adopt an approach to the scene by 
identifying specific, problematic antecedents and getting a panoramic view 
of the situation.  One can never generalize – the experience of different peop-
le in the same context can vary according to the life experiences and mental 
framework of each person. Working from these findings, we develop an inves-

tigative project that seeks to more carefully acquaint itself with our working environ-
ment and its necessities. 

The NGO puts us into contact with people who have influence in the community so 
that we may make inroads in the area and carry out the field phase. In fact, it is impe-
rative to have people from the community or closely allied with it even before this 
stage. Firstly, this is because they are a suitable intermediary for contextualizing our-
selves from their point of view, but also so that they may serve as a bridge of entry— 
and not abrupt intrusion—into the community, making it possible to create atmosphe-
res that mitigate the pronounced tensions that arise in places like this and which per-
meate daily life. Secondly, we need them because the areas that we generally fre-
quent are charged with complex social situations. In many of them, there may be ar-
med groups present that do not allow the use of recording devices like photo came-
ras or audio recorders if they don't know the intention of these recordings or if there 
has not been a recommendation from someone from the community that they pro-
tect. 
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According to the information obtained from these perspectives, we pre-
pare a field guide, find places and concrete families to visit and begin 
the journey. Once we arrive we make sure to be able to stay the whole 
time with the community; we avoid hotels, and that way we are able to 
get more involved with the people—their habits, their struggles—and 
the experience is more enriching. 

We make an official presentation of the project to our established con-
tacts and some of them accompany us as we go out to make the 
rounds. We visit scenes and personalities that have been determined 
ahead of time and, working by the principle of photographer Steve 
McCurry  — “make them forget about your camera, then their soul will 
come to light” —we make it so that the camera makes itself visible and, 
with the aim that the person becomes more and more familiar with our 
presence, we begin to photograph almost excessively, conscious of the 
fact that these photographs may not be used. The initial goal is to make 
them so used to it that they become indifferent to the camera and they 
don't care that he is photographing, even in the middle of a conversa-
tion. But this result is generated by getting photographs in a natural, 
unprepared state and is not solely dependent on photographing excessi-
vely. In fact, that is not the most important thing: it has to do with the 
quality of relationship that we are able to establish with the people we 
are photographing. 

This whole issue of naturalness in photography does not mean stopping 
a person from looking at the camera or posing in front of it. In the act 
of photographing, we never indicate to the subjects to pose: if they 
appear that way in the image it is by their own decision. It's important 
to understand that a person looking at the camera is completely diffe-
rent from that person looking at the photographer while they are being 
photographed; it is a question of relationship, of respect, of interaction. 
It is because of this that the tour through The Odyssey for the work 
“Arid Paradise” could have been done in two or three days, but, to arri-
ve at a level of greater intimacy, we invested more than 20 days (I wish 
they had been more). The piece does not merely have to do with the 
place, but with the people who inhabit and make these areas their 
own. 
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We make use of diverse tools and strategies, the most prominent of which are such 
anthropological methodologies as participatory observation, which in conjunction 
with unguided interviews, field notebooks and residence with the community (where 
we help in their struggles, looking to make the barrier of ignorance disappear and to 
allow them to act without feeling so much pressure due to our presence, which gene-
rally evokes affected performance) allow us to capture images, narratives and practi-
ces that make up the day-to-day existence of the social group. Ultimately, elements 
emerge that allow us to attempt, through ethnography, to understand social phenome-
na, to describe and interpret them from the perspective of the society's members (“ac-
tors,” “agents,” or “social subjects”). Only they can comprehend what they think, fe-
el, say and do in respect to the events that involve them. These findings are used as 
evidence for the description that, through the text, allows us to represent, interpret 
and translate a culture—or certain aspects of that culture —for those who are not fa-
miliar with it. (Rosana Guber)

Generally, the topics of study that mark our path are engraved in the memory and the 
place. Upon bringing together all of these elements, we find ourselves with very 
powerful experiences that determine not only the story to be told in the final presen-
tation, but also the procedure for arriving at the final result. 

Susan Sontag expressed that “to photograph is a captured experience, it is a rela-
tionship with the world.” So, this would mean something that is even more seductive 
as far as photography is concerned, which is that it also involves an exercise in inter-
pretation. This captured experience becomes so powerful that a successful photo-
graphy session cannot compete with it, so that it is truly important to let the photos 
“rest”.  This allows forgetfulness to begin to invade the mind after a time. This is 
when the photographer relinquishes power in order to transform into the medium for 
recording the experience —no longer competing with it, rekindling it. This process 
can last from the moment that the photo is taken until the end of the exposition. 

On returning to the field, we begin the stage where we organize the information 
gathered from interviews, stories, the visual material and the field notebook to make 
an analysis, search for answers and make a plan for concluding our work.

In accordance with these sources and because of the nature of the final product, we 
have come to call them “visual novels,” as they do not have anything to do with gra-
phic reportage, besides the fact that critics have pointed out the documentary and 
artistic qualities of the piece. This can be chalked up to the use of certain licenses 
such as color editing and the alteration of the narrative structure with the aim of ex-

pressing the lived experience from the stories we listened to. It then has to do with 
our experience in the story of the people depicted. Lastly, besides anthropological 
analysis, we also use literature and take fundamental elements of cinematography 
into account for the final structure of the photographic work.

All this necessarily demands that every image have its own qualities expressed, from 
the aesthetic treatment, the selection of contrast, the saturation, and even the tempe-
rature. In this sense, what photographer Francesc Català Roca states when he says 
“contrary to what many photographers think, photography resembles literature more 
than painting,” is of great impact. The presentation of the visual composition is deter-
mined by conversations we have with each person, as they tell it; we seek to include 
the elements and activities that they mention in the frame. 

The investigative proposal not only allows for an understanding of what truly impor-
tant essentials the community lacks and that are looking to be addressed with health 
brigades, but also that the final result will be presented as a work of documentary art 
in museums, allowing for periods of reflection conceived as metaphors that invite the 
perceiver to think about their own life, creating spaces for dialogue that encourage 
awareness. Combined with this, and as a project still in development, we are attemp-
ting to make the community, its reality and its needs known, as well as to create 
awareness in people who can bring about the resolution of these problems and to 
raise funds through diverse strategies such as campaigns and the sale of our work to 
put into the brigades and social projects. 
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UNDERDLIGHTS

UNESCO	 INTERNATIONAL	 YEAR	 

OF	 LIGHT

Warm lights or cold lights between us and the darkness…and 
in the middle…images reflected in the walls acquiring 
strange forms…colours, red lights, candle lights…faces 
lighted in the dark.

(...) 

What it means to be under the lights?

Maybe, to be protected; or maybe, to be a shadow; or 
maybe, just been an idea of reality.

This relation between the lights and the 
“imaginarium” around them was what we wanted to 
explore with Underdlights exhibition.

Ana María Barbero Franco 2015

PhD Find Arts_University of Salamanca (Spain)

http://arteducationprojects.wix.com/
underdlights
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International Journal of Education through Art 

Call	 For	 Articles	 &Visual...Essays	 	 
Articles should be between 4,500 and 6,000 words and  ideally around 5,600 words in length, should be referenced in accordance with our 
author guidelines, and should include an abstract of no less than 75 words and no more than 150 words in length. Submissions should include full 
references and author biography in accordance with our author guidelines. To ensure the review process is anonymous and fair, the guidelines for 
submission, particularly advice on 'ensuring a blind review' should be followed.  Submissions should be in Microsoft Word format.

Visuals are most welcome and should initially be sent as low-res JPEG files embedded within the Word document or uploaded as 'supplementary 
files'. If articles are selected for publication contributors will be asked to provide images to the Editor in JPEG or Tiff format (300dpi, min 4 x 6 in-
ches). 

For more information about the journal and details on how to submit an article please refer to the author guidelines. Guidelines for visual essays 
are different and can be found here.

Or contact the editor: ijetaeditor1[at]gmail.com (Find us on Facebook)













Call for open access e-publications!!!

We are seeking publications about education 
through art that we can feature on the InSEA websi-
te. Have you written or co-authored something 
that you would like to share with an international 
audience of art educators?  Have you been invol-
ved in documenting some teaching or research on 
education through art?  Do you have an interesting 
(and well illustrated) story to tell about art educa-
tion in your school, college or community?  Have 
you made a record of some interesting art educa-
tion project either in the ‘formal’ education sector 
or in the wider community?   It could be a short 
photo essay, report or set of lesson ideas/activities 

or a report about something you have done in the 
past and it can be a pdf or word document.

If you have a story to tell, we are sure other art 
educators will be interested to hear it. Please con-
tact the e-publications working group with your 
ideas or publication, however modest. There are 
no rules about length or format, but you must 
agree to it being free access from a link on the 
members’ section of the insea website.  If your pu-
blication is accepted, it will be awarded ‘endorsed 
status’; the authors/editors will get a certificate and 
will be able to use the endorsed status in any pu-
blicity or promotion process.

So, how do you get started? Easy – follow these 
two steps:

1. Download the short application form here. 

2. S e n d t h e c o m p l e t e d f o r m t o : 
i n s e a v i c e p r e s i d e n t g c @ i n s e a . o r g  

mailto:inseavicepresidentgc@insea.org
mailto:inseavicepresidentgc@insea.org


Call for research
related publications!!

We are seeking publications that have a re-
search focus, for example, reports, articles 
or theses.  We want to feature current and 
recent research on the general theme of 
education through art on our web pages.   

In addition, we are interested to hear 
about research groups that are active in 
the field of art education, as we want to 
build up our reference section for mem-
bers. If you have something that you 
would like added, for example, a pdf, link 
to a project report or thesis.  

While we recognise that interdisciplinary 
work is a growing trend, the main focus 
should be on visual art, but please inter-
pret that term widely to include design, 
craft, multimedia and, of course, art educa-
tion that takes place outside of the formal 
school or university setting.

If you have something interesting to tell us 
about, please get in touch our members 
will be very interested! 

To submit or if you have any questions, 
contact Glen Coutts: 

inseavicepresidentgc@insea.org

mailto:inseavicepresidentgc@insea.org
mailto:inseavicepresidentgc@insea.org


2017 INSEA DOCTORAL 
RESEARCH AWARD IN ART 

The International Society for Education 
through Art Doctoral Research Award 
seeks to recognise an outstanding doc-
toral thesis in art education with no res-
trictions on language. The field of re-
search in art education is rich and di-
verse and so the term ‘art education’ 
should be interpreted broadly to inclu-
de, for example formal and informal 
sectors, but must be predominantly vi-
sual arts. This award will recognize a 
dissertation of exemplary conceptual, 

methodological, and literary quality 
that has been completed between Sep-
tember 2013 and September 2016. 
Please note that the nominator and the 
nominee must be InSEA members at 
the time of the nomination. read more

http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17
/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017
.pdf

http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf
http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf
http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf
http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf
http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf
http://www.insea.org/docs/2014.17/InSEADoctoralResearchAward2017.pdf


ART, ECOJUSTICE AND EDUCATION 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

A call for proposals for a peer-reviewed, edited book   

project on art and Eco Justice. The collection of articles 
from various authors will enlighten different ways of stud-
ying, supporting, and sharing the themes of socioecologi-
cal issues through artisticpractice.

See more AEJECallForProposals
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